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Over thirty five years of success in the design and manufacture of exclusive British kitchen furniture,
places Callerton at the forefront of style, innovation and choice.
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When simplicity is the key to success, look no further 
than Cubic, an elegant linear design concept. A simple, 
modern feature that frames the furniture and combines 
perfectly with contrasting materials and finishes to 
craft a clean contemporary look.

Handle-less Doors in Valencia Gloss White & Chelsea Dark Grey Stained Oak 5



Handle-less Doors in Monza Matt Frost White & Fjord

Free Flowing Spaces
In new build, extension or renovation projects the amalgamation of kitchen, living and dining in one large open space is 
often the ubiquitous choice. Our considered and free flowing designs make such kitchens the heart of your home. Graphite Handle-less with Doors in Monza Matt Stone Grey & Abstract Expressions 7



Balham 90 Oak Painted Doors

Hand Crafted
No one lives exactly like you, hence your kitchen should be unique. Our kitchens are designed by professionals who will 
interpret your individual aspirations prior to the furniture being lovingly made in our factory in the North East of England.8 Handle-less Doors in Chelsea Oak Painted



Handle-less Doors in Valencia Gloss Jasmine with Chelsea Walnut 11

With its pure form and presence, Geo-metric is a subtle 
yet impressive design concept. Its minimalist profile 
fits seamlessly with the surrounding furniture, and is 
characterised by uniformity, shape and depth.



12 Handle-less Doors in Monza Matt Graphite Handle-less Doors in Valencia Gloss White with Abstract

Handle-less Design
Choose a handle-less kitchen for sleek, efficient operation, teamed with eloquence and style. A contemporary hi-tech design 
solution which unifies the vital components of aesthetics and function.



Valencia Gloss White Doors with Abstract Expressions

Islands
Centre Islands can be bold and brash, or sophisticated and sleek. But whether curvaceous, linear, or a combination of the two,
they are guaranteed to make an impact and impress. Mosscroft Craft Doors in True Oak 15



A stunning concept expressing bold characteristics, 
Retro is the ultimate in funky design. Its innovative 
stepped form and structure injects depth to create an 
energetic atmosphere, adding instant architectural 
impact to your kitchen.

Chelsea Doors in True Oak with Valencia in Gloss Carbon 17



18 Balham 70 Door in Flat Painted with Handle-less Abstract Valencia Gloss Flint Doors with Abstract Expressions 

Complementary Finishes
No two kitchens are alike. Differentiating colours and materials allows your kitchen to stand out and make a statement. 
The permutations of timbers and man-made materials, plus the ability to mix and match offers limitless opportunities.



The harmonious composition of Deco with its soft 
flowing curves and tactile character possesses a 
timeless nature. This contemporary feature maintains 
subtle elements of the traditional, to create sculptured 
striking kitchens.

Balham 90 Doors in Flat Painted with Chelsea Trio in Dark Grey Stained Oak 21



Soho Doors in Oak Painted22 Valencia Gloss White Doors with Walnut

Think Different
Callerton Signature Pieces such as pedestals, wings, table arrangements and open cabinetry add both craftsmanship and 
function to your kitchen. Make these your own with subtle alterations to suit your individual needs and requirements.



Balham 90 Doors Oak Painted with Chelsea True Oak

Timber and Finishes
Whether solid, veneered, stained or painted, timber adopts a life and character of its own which gives each piece of furniture 
its own story. The unique texture of wood can be further transformed by the injection of a colour of your choice. Balham 70 Doors in Flat Painted with Chelsea Trio Dark Grey Stained Oak 25



26
Barbican Doors in Oak Painted with Chelsea Trio in Walnut Balham 70 Doors in Flat Painted & True Oak

Classic Contemporary
Combining classic and contemporary elements creates kitchens that are timeless. Quality traditional features mixed with 
Shaker elements can be infused with stainless steel and glass to ensure a design that withstands the test of time.



A sophisticated design statement that conveys modern 
day refinement and functionality. Frame Effect is 
beautifully proportioned to work with a range of doors 
and signature pieces to create elegant results. 

Balham 90 Doors in Oak Painted 29



Balham Doors in Flat Painted with Valencia Gloss White

Crossover and Hybrid Kitchens
Crossover and hybrid kitchens appeal to different aspects of your personality by combining furniture from both the 
contemporary and traditional design spectrums. Handle-less and shaker styles unite to create an exciting alternative look.30

Balham 90 Doors in Flat Painted



For the ultimate traditional kitchen, our Classic designs 
can epitomise the country cottage or stately home genre. 
Classic’s more conventional style is synonymous with 
sophistication while creating a dramatic statement.

Balham 90 Door in Flat Painted 33Balham 90 Doors in Flat Painted



Design is in the detail...
Contact us on 0191 514 0003 or via www.callerton.co.uk and we will put you in touch with one of our experienced kitchen design professionals, 
who will be delighted to help and guide you through the process from design to installation.
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